




























































Robotics Technology Development at Ames 7 
K10&Robot&at&Haughton&Crater,&Canada&












Robotics Technology Development at Ames 10 
Rover&driving,&Basalt&Hills,&California&(2012)&
Robotics Technology Development at Ames 11 
Smart&SPHERES&robot,&ISS&(2012)&
2x%speed%






Robotics Technology Development at Ames 13 
System&Soaware&
Strategic Data Producers Tactical Data Producers 
xGDS 
Mission Management Team 
Tactical Science Ops 
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Mars, Phobos,  
& Deimos 
Lunar Orbit,  





International Space Station 






























































(Lockheed Martin / LUNAR) 
Robotics Technology Development at Ames 23 
Waypoint&Mission&Simula$on&(2013)&
June%17% July%26% August%20%Spring%2013%


















































384 kbits/sec (min), Out-of-Band 
U
plink, data transfer 













Robotics Technology Development at Ames 27 
K10&rover&before&dawn&in&the&ARC&“Roverscape”&




•  4-wheel drive, 4-wheel steer 
•  Split rocker chassis 
•  Size: 1.3 x 0.9 x 1.0 m (HxWxL) 
•  Speed: 0.9 m/s (on 10 deg slope) 
•  Power: 1900 W (Li-ion batteries) 
•  Weight: 100 kg (with 25 kg payload) 
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K10&Deploys&Kapton&Film&in&Marscape&
Robotics Technology Development at Ames 31 
Chris&Cassidy&uses&the&“Surface&Telerobo$cs&Workbench”&
Astronaut%remotely%operates%K10%from%the%ISS%(2013Z06Z17)%
Robotics Technology Development at Ames 32 
Astronauts&Parmitano& &Nyberg&Operate&K10&from&ISS&
Robotics Technology Development at Ames 33 
ISS&Mission&Control&(MCC^H)&during&Surface&Telerobo$cs&test&(2013^08^20)&
View%of%robot%interface%(top%le`)%and%K10%at%ARC%(top%right)%&
Robotics Technology Development at Ames 34 
“PLUTO”&Mul$^Purpose&Support&Room&at&JSC&
Provides%data%comm%&%crew%laptop%support%
Robotics Technology Development at Ames 35 
Mul$^Mission&Opera$ons&Center&(MMOC)&at&ARC&
Manages%Surface%Telerobo1cs%test%sessions%
Robotics Technology Development at Ames 36 
K10&support&team&at&ARC&
Provides%rover%engineering%&%test%logis1cs%
Robotics Technology Development at Ames 37 
Ques$ons?&
Intelligent&Robo$cs&Group&
Intelligent%Systems%Division%
NASA%Ames%Research%Center%
 
irg.arc.nasa.gov&
